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Every child is born into a specific society and must learn the categor-

ies and rules prescribed by that society. Children must understand, for.

example, what ,b4oys and girls are,.., what children and adults are, what

doctors ,and patients (or their so6iety's equivalents) are, and how people
.

in each of these categories 'are supposed. to 'act. Without an uriderstanding

of these sotial categories and rules, children Cannot act competently as

members of their, society.*

The processes by which 6 society teaches children these categories,

as well as numerous other social rules, are collectively called socialization.
4

lysis of the processes of socialization Has been one of the .central. ,

focuses of developmental theory and research, and there has been substan-
-

tial progress toward explaining how a society affects its children (e.g.,

Hartup, 19700; Maccoby, 1980). Existing theories of socianzition have

virtually all tended to suffer from a single shdrthoming, holkever: They

have focused almost entirely ,on the impingement of the sodety on children

and have neglected the role that the,developing child plbys in ,h s or her -
,

own socialilation (see Lerner & Busch-Roisnagel, 1981).

A full understanding ol the processes of socialization in childhbod

fequires taking into account how children understand what is demanded of

them and how that Understanding changes with development. In sodaliza-
..

,
.

tion as in ali other types of learning, children- are not merely passive ', , .
I .

recipients of, pressures to behave in a certain wai. They strive to under-

*Prepafation of this chapter was suppo}ted by a grant from the Carnegie .

Corpohation of New York. The statements'rnade and views expressed are -
solely the, responsibility of the authors. The authors would Jike to thank
th'e following individuals .for their contribution to various "aspects of the
chapter: Michael Bender, Paul Corbitt, Susan Harter, Howard Leventhal,.
Marilyn Pelot, Sandra eipp, Ralph J. Roberts, Jr., Sheryl Kenny, aqd
Phil Shaver.



stand what is dempnded of them; and tliejt behave in terms of that under-
.,

standing (ischer, 1980; Kohlberg, 1966).

The classiC"Pl cognitive-developmer;tal' approach, however, has not

proviled much help in analyzing the development of social categories in

pi-eschool children. Piaget's (1924/1928, 194t/1951) general argument was

that the child did. not really understand social roles ;Ind 'other social cate-

gories intil the elemenlary scho-ol years, when he or 'she entered-the
'

'&,ncreteloperational period, and other research in the Piagetian tradition

'has mostly supported his argument (e.g., Bigner, 19744 -Marcus & Over-

ton,: 78). Nevertheless,, anyone who has worked with preschool children
et

realize that there is something, seriously. wrong With tlie Piagetian

Iddeed, preschool childr'en seem often to be obsessed with social categories

and rides.

Recent researCh id theoiy: has corcected. the mistaken portrait. A

large number of studies have shown that thecognitive capacities of the'

preschool child are much' r'icher than were portrayed by Piaget .(Case &
. i ,, a

:Ktianna, 1981; Fischer, 1980; Gelman, 1978). The development cif social
... .

3
_,

cognition--knowledge about people and Interactkins with them--.seerns to be

especially notable during this period. By age 2, most presctloolers know

that- other- people are ind'ependent agent's, and 'They*4quickly put this

'knowledge to use io build catego'ries for making sense.of peo.ple's actions...

BY.-the, age of 3, -thejt seem.to have, mastered a number 6i -t hese categor-
.

2

ies, and then over the .next few years they ,proceed to gradually*clecipher

,the relations and .comp.lexities' of social categories.' With the,beginning of

elementary school, they have become highly competent at functioning in

their society.



PHASES OF DEVELOPMENT AND PHASES OF SOCIALIZATION\ r

--rhoi.6 is so much' for children to learn about their societies. Al-

though the preschool period seems to be an especially important time for

soda! learning, muth is also learned in infancy, elementary school, iblo-

lescence, and even adulthood. An understanding of the nature and limita-

tions of preschoot dev,elopment requires placing the events .of the preschool

period in the br.oader context of social-cognitive development throughout

the lifespan.

Social-cognilive development seems t proceed through three general

phases. in infancy, babies learn the most basic skills of Social interac-
.
tion. In childho,od./ they learyi concrete social categories and the, rules

6

associated with them. In ,adole§pnce and adulthood, they learn about

ocia1sysfernsandnetwprIs, and how to operate within them.

e

Infancy: Learning How to Interact

Infanti are,pprn enmeshed in a family and a society,.and they are of

course ,affected by,that society at many different levels. But in the first

two years of life, the major foCus of what they learn is the fundamentals

of social interaction'--how to take turns, how to talk to someone, how to

get someone to do what you want. Most iof this learning occurk in the

`family setting.
,

The development of turirtaking has been described in some 'detail by

Kaye., 982), Sander (1975), and others. Shortly after birth, most imfants

take part, in their first turn-taking as they nurse at breast or bottle.

The mothec establishes an interaction where baby and mother take turns:

The baby sucks for a while, .and when he or she happens to 156,use, the

mother jiggles him for a moment and pauses. Sucking then resumes' until



the baby pauses again , the mother jiggles again , and so forth. In this

-very early f-o-m of turn-iaking, the baby heed hardly contribute anything

,at all, since the mother can establish tIpe batk-and-forth tempo by herself.

It is enough for the baby to suck periodically to "participate" in turn-
,

taking.
,

Within a fr months, however, infants begin to anticipate the back-
.

and-forth rhythm of feeding, and by the* end of the .first year., they hav6 .

established turn-taking as a basic type of sodal interaction, even general-

izing it to situations that their parents did not initiate. For instance,

mother feeds 1-4 year-old Joey some baby cereal, and then Joey wants--to

feed her some

In language development, too, furidamental sensorimotor patterns of

social interaction are laid down in infancy. By about 1 year of age, ,for

example, most children regularly produce what is called "expressive jar-

gon" ( Fischer & Corrigan, :1981): They use the intonation contotir of ,a

sentence without actually saying any words. A careaiver can even hold a

"conversation" in expressite jargon with a. skilled infant, alternatina with

the child In produc ing "sentences withput words."
-/

Besides turn-taking and expressive jargon, 1-year-olds have also

learned many procedures -liar influencing others to do what they wantnof

only crying or whining, but also calling out ,for "Mama,"pointing to a

desired object, extending outstretched hands so as to be pickedd up, and

so fOrth (Kaye, 1982; Tronick, 1982).

With their sensorimotpr intelligence, infants have already,. mRstered

many of the ,fundamental rules.of social interaction by the second year of

life. Sensorimôtor Intelligence is .limited, however, to connecting sensa-
4

tions or perceptions with responses ° (Fischer, 1980; Piaget, 1936/1952).

4
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,

.' Consequently, Oe rules of social interactioh are defined by and manifested
.,

.- . ,,
, _in the actions of the infant and do not take the form of general concepts.

. .

It is not until the next period of chNdhooOlhat true concepts concerning'
p.

soCiat interactions emerge. Cle5rly, 'the iocial-interaction skills of infancy

a're merely_a beginning, since social' interadions will become so much more

complicated -as, the child comes to understand social categories and social

systems.
Ct

Childhood: Learning Social Categories .

4 -
At about,the, am of 2 years, toddlers develop a radically new mental

*
capability called representation, which anoints them to move beyond the

sensIrriotor' int,elligence of *infancy (Corrigan, in press; Fischer, 1980;

Piaget, 1946/1951). One of the firt resfults of this new capability.is thit

the toddler can represent other people as independent agents, who act crn"/
jheir* own 'independently of the /Child's actions (Fischer. & Jennings, 1981;

Rubin, Fein, & Vandenberg 'in Oress; Watson & Fischer, 1977).

The capability of representing other people as independent agents

gradually leads to the abyity to categorize other people's actlons in the a

, ways they are defined by society. Wit h' this ability comes the first -bias-
?

$sor,6ing of social categories. Here is how'boys acX, here is how men act,

here is how girls act, and so forth.' The development of these social
4 \ I

catepories into r- oles and other social relations comprises the/heart of this t
,

aFticle and so will be describedeln detail later.

Notably, all° these categories involve concrete ,behaviors and charac-
.

terii.tics. As lath as age 10 or 11, there is still no, understandjng of social.
k

systems or npt orks. Children do not understand social categories the

way 'a sociolog or political 'scientist thinks of them, in terms' of their

relation to a set of social roles and norms in a Social §Ystem. Instead,

S.°
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they conceptualize social categorlies in concrete, peesonal terms (Adelson,

1975; Rosenber9, 1979). The role of President of the United States, for.
.-- &

example, is typical hde stood as the .position that allows an !odividual to
, 1

I tell anyone what to do--ifi other words, the Hbrg boss."
,.- ,

Adolescence and Adulthood: Lebrning. Social Systems ,and Networksk . . .

Just as the neorcapability of representation ushers in a new phase in
. -,.

.. ,. .
J

soc al development at 2 years of age, so the "new capability of al;straction

b1rin6s another new 'phase. at 10 to 12 years. The yoting adolescent be:-
« .

comes 'able to go beyond the concrete characteristics of real people in

Social categories to understand those categories. in more general, less .

tangible terMs (-Adelson., 1975; Rosenberg, 1979; Selman, 1980). To the

child at this age,,the President does more than order people around;- he.is

the head of statand commander in chief, in charge of making the govern-

ment carry out its many functions effectively and honestly.
-

This kind of _understanding requires that social categories be con-*

sidered not justin the .concrete terms of how real people interact with

each other but in the abstract .terms of how s'ocial systerns.and nefworks

operate and how people fill niches in those systems. Only the first glim-

mering of understancHng ;.of social systems 'and networks appears by 12

years of age, of course. Development continues beyond that age, prpba-

bly at least u,ntil the' Mid-20s (Broughton, 1978; Fischer, Hand,

in press; Kitchener' t King, 1981).

the . topic of his chapter is the -development of Social .categories

during the preschool years, not the development of understanding social

systems and networks. is. impo: tant, however, to place presohoot devel-
.

opment in the Context of the estite lifespan. ks an important sense, the

concrete social Categories develdped ,dtiring' the childhood years merely lay
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the foundation for the more sophisticated understandings that eventually

make the d ult a fully participating member-of society.
,

. THE, DEVELOPMENT 'QF SOCIAL CATEGORIES

Progress in children's Understanding of social categor:ies isslowe and
,,gradual, with important developments appeacing as-early as 1yeaf of age.

'and as late as 'the elmentary school 'years.' The -cour§e of development

between 1 and 7 years is systematic but complex. On the one hand,

children show systematic .developmento of social-cognitive abilitThs at scer
v

tain 'ages, but on the other hand, thd age of:development of an ability

varies enormously depending mon the particular tisk and- context in which

it is asses'sed.

Traditionally, there have. been two .opposing approaches to studying

- socipl development. Socialization approaches, whtch are based on learning

theory, have emphasized how different tasks and contexts produce varia-. .

tions in social development.. Cognitive-devetlopmental approaches, ba ed on

theories such as Piaget's (1924/1928; 1946/1951), have emphasize how

children's social understandings chan4 systematically with age. The

contradiction between these two types of approaches is more apparent than
.
real, howe./er. There can be both systematic change,with age and </aria-.

Hand, 1.981-b).

Both Child and Environment

Both the child and the envirTment obViously contribute to any par-

Hock, 1981;

r

ticular Liehavior, and a full explanation of developing behavior therefore

requires consideration of both. The traditional emphasis on either changes

in the child or influences of the'environment will not suffice.

4 r'e
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Since 'environmental -factors are always contributiriD to performanc(-!, it

is mIsleading .to attribute, a general capacity for understanding some type

of social category to a child of a particular age. A child does 'not develop

a single general capacity to- understand, fort exampre, the social role of
doctor; instead, the ability he or she deniOnstrates yaries widely across

tasks and contexts. This unevenness'in performance is what Piaget (1941).
a

calred "decalage horizontai:"

Because there i no Single age at which an- ability is seen in all

situations, it is not possible to attribute one age to each' Step in 'the

development of social categories. What can be clone,!however, to de-
scribe. the age of first development ,of an, ability, when most child en
demonstrate it on the .simplest task' that can be cl4Yised to assess that

1ability. With this task as an anchor point; researchers can then proceed

to describe how the child gradually' becomes able to demonstrate the,ability

on more complei tasks and in a wider range of contexts (Bertenthal,

1981).

the 6se of social categories, the simplest tasks that--we h'ave been

able to devise generall involve imitative pretend play. The individual

child is shown a pretend Story in which dolls behave according to certain

Social categories; for example, a doctor-doll examines' a patient-dbll Nho is

sick. The child is then asked to act out a similar story. Using a aeneral

cognitive-developmental approach4known, as skill theory (Fischer, 1980), we

have been able to predict the developmental sequences in which children

can act out suclif stories and the ages at.which various stepS in the se-
ta

quences develop. We have also begun to pin down some of the
J.
factors

that lead to unevenness ih performance with chan'ges in context, -as will be

explained later.

. ^,
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Skill theory is' designed to integrate the insights of traClitional

cognitive:-developmental approaches, such 'as Piaget's,.,with the insights of
. .

environmentally -oriented approaches, such as behaviorism. It analyzes

development in 'term oI-f a series of developmental levels.. and a set of --
, . .

transformation rules specifying hpw children cah construct more complex

skills and thus g'radually move from level to level The processes em-

bodied in the transformations are Various forms of combination and differ-

entiation of skills. :rhe theory is constructed in such a- way that every
. .

skill is defined for an individual child performing a particular ta'sk in a

spedfic context. Its constructs thus combine the contributions of the

child with the influences of the environment. Accordng to,/ skill tneory,
,

these constructs can be used to predict development* sequences' for any

child acting in any domain. These processes of devLlopment/ are elaborated'
.

in several pUblished explications of skill theory (Fischer, 1980; Fischer &

Corrigan, 1981; Fischer & Pipp, in press:a).

Development of Social Roles

One of' the most fundamental types of , social catego,ry is the social
X.

role, a cluster of behaviors and characteHstics prescribed.for a particular/
---

categor--6f people, such as doctors or mother.s. Despite the importance of '.

1 e in-aill-human-societies-(Edwartis-&-Whi-V-ngi-4-9g0--Linton, 1942;4iead,

1934), there has been relatively little research on the development of

roles, except for those relating to gender.

In our reseafth we used skill theory, to predict.aageneral developmen-.
--%

' tal sequence 1 role understanding from infanc'y to adolescence, as shown
,

..

in Table 1. We tested'the sequence in a series of studies of two types of
'

i-oles---those relating to. a medical, doctor and thoSe occurring within the

nuclear family (Watson, 1981; Wkson & Arngott-Kwan, in press; Watson &
S.

. c64
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Fischer, i1977, 1980; Westerman, 1979). In general, the strong-scalogram

method was used--a separate task was devised to test each step, so that

performa+e could be independently assessed bn ever'y step in the se-
quence (F\ischer, Pipp, & Bullock, in press). Because one session did not

provide enough time to administer the tasks for all steps, each study
-

tested a subset of the steps in the sequenc

In most of the studies, all the tasks employed the imitative pretending

technique. For each step, the child, was shown a story that embodied the

skill predicted for that step, and he or she was asked to act out a similar

story. In. one of the studies, children answered questions concerning the

role relationships of' realistic cardboard dolls embodying every MajOr family

role (Watson & Amgott-Kwan, in press). Subjects ranged from 1 to 7 1/2

years of age and were, from middle-class families in the Denver and Boston

areas.

Because each step was assessed separate1 i.t,s possible to test:the
predicted sequence for every individual child by exa.mining the Pattern of

"passes" for the set of tasks. To support the predicted sequence,/chil-

dren had to pass all tasks up to sorne point ih the sequence and fail all

tasks after that point; that is, their performance had to fit a Guttman

(191111) scale. More than .200 children were tested in the several studies,-

and over, 90% of them fit the predicted sequence perfectly. This percent-

age is virtually as high as could be obtained, given the degree of mea-

surement error in the tasks.

in addition to the strong-scalogram assessment, most of the studies

also tested ,'1Dehavior under one or more spontaneous conditions, in which

the child made up his or her own stories. BehaviOr under the several

conditions was then compared.

fr)
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It is importAnt to realize that int everyday behavior, individual chil-
4clren will not necessarily demonstrate all the steps in the sequence in

1Table 1. Chikkren will show these steps only when they are exposed to
/

Contexts 'that elicit the requisite behaviors. Also, 'in certain contexts

children will show additional steps besides the ones that we have assessed..

According to skill theory, no fixed n4mber of developmental steps exists in

any content domain; inStead, the number of steps maries across children

and contexts. However, the sequence tested is intended to reflect typical

steps in the development of social eoles for middle-class American children:

Insert Table 1 about here

Agency. Before children can trnderstand that peOple behave in terms

of social 'roles, the'y need to understand that people act on their own as

independent agents. The firdi step in the developmental sequence involves

what seems to be the earliest form of this ability, the understandkig that

the self can be a cause of action. This understanding is evidenced by the

1-yeanold's pretending, to do something--to drink, to eat, to wash, to

sleep (Bretherton & Bates, 1979; Harter, in press; Rubin et al., in press;

Watson, & Fischer, 1 977).

Gradually during the second year children move from self to other, so

that at approximately 2 years they can represent other people as active

agents (Step 4). They can make a doll walk across the table as if kt were

walking on its own (Dasen, Inhelder, Lavalee, & Retschitzki, 1 978; Watson

& Fischer, 1977), and they can understand that an adult experimenter can

carry out hidden actions that cannot be seen (Bertenthal & Fischer, in

press; F'scher & Jennings, 1981).
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Behavioral roles. By the age of 2, t

remselves and other people/1 as indepe

41.

, children uncterstand both
,

ent actors, but they 'still cannot
ity

coordinate people's actions .into social' categories. The first understanding

of such categories appears at appràximately 3 years, when the child corn:-

bines seVeral r.elated actions of an independent agent to form a-behavioral

category. For social- roles, this category is called a behavioral role (Step

-6), or a collection of behaviors and Characteristics related to a specific

sodal vele but missing the coniplementary role. For example, a 3-year=old

makes a doctor doll -wear .a 'white coat and use a thermometer, a syringe;
0

or an otolaryngoscope, 'but the doctor does ,not interact with a patient.

The patient does1not do anything at all, but is at best something to stick

a thermgmeter and a syringe into. Most 3-year-olds understand a host of

peha\iioral roles, including not only doctor but also mother, father, child,

baby, babysitter, and, so forth. They seem to be able to understand any

common role that is defined by concrete behavior4s or characteristics.

Many of -the roles most common ,in daily life relate to gender, and a

:number of studies indicate that 3-year-olds do understand behavioral

categor4es for the sexes (e.g., Kuhn, ,Nash, & Brucken, 1918; Van Parys,..

.1981; Watson & Amgott-Kwan, in press). 'The predominant gender cate-

gories seem to be boy, girl, man, and woman (Edwards, in press). Like

gender, age defines a number of prominent social categories in all human

societies, and children seem to understand many of the corresponding

behavioral roles ,by the age of 3, at least in middle-class families in

Western countries (Edwards, in press; Van Parys, 1981). Besides the

gender-related age roles' of boy, girl, man, and woman, 3-year-olds also

understand categories such as baby, child, and adult.

V



Al though these categories combine age and gender in real life, 3-

Year-ol, ds do not seem to actually coordinate age and gender in their

understandings (Edwards, in press; Van Parys, 1981). Instead, they

treat the categories more simplistically, as if each one involved merely an

independent type of person Ind not related dimensions. In general,

37year-olds seem unable to deal with more than one category at a time

(Fischer,4980; Fischer & Watson, 1981).

Another common dimension of social categorization across cultures is

race, although the exPerience of racial differences is riot universal. Those

children who do have experience with race seem to develop categories for

it by about 3 years of age (e.g., Clark & Clark, 1947; Katz, 1982; Van

Parys, 1981) . These catetories enable (.3-year-old American_ blacks , for

example, to discriminate blacks from whites and to place values on, eac:i

race that reflect the differenttareVa LI-Tati-urr-made -in their society. We can

predict that children of thid age also form behavioral roles based dn race,

but to our knowledge there have ',been no direct tests for such skills.

Gender, ege, and race 'define behavioral roles per se, and there are

many. other instances of behavioral roles that preschool children rcutinely

learn, such as the complementary roles of student and teacher (Lee &

Voivodas, .1977). In addition, preschoolers learn many kinds of behavioral

categories that are not themselves roles, although they are relevant to

roles. The categories of .work and play, for example, are closely related
/

to many roles, including those of adult and-child. By 3 years of age,

most children can understand such behavioral categories, although they

cannot yet relate them to roles. Play is a set of behaviors such as throw-

ing a ball, blowing a whistle, and digging in a sandbox. Work is an

independent 'set of behaviors, such as cooking dinfier, planting flowers,

and sitting at 'adesk (Tucker, 1979).
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The understanding of- behavilral categories constitutes a major ad-
*

ivance over the earlier understanding of agency alone, because- t allows

children to group behaviors together in socially apPropriate clusters. The

beha,vior of a 2-year-old boy illustrate what is missing vyhen a child does

not understand behavioral categories: The boy' turned over hWtric-ycle .

-
and pretended that it was a washing hine in which he was washing

,clothes, as his mother did. When one of the\ authors asked him if he was

pretending-to be a mother, he acied'confused arid said that he was not a

mother. Apparently, this 2-year-old was only carrying out' a particular

action, not acting out the behavioral role of mother. py the age of 3 most

children can immediately understand such questi and elaborate other

actions or characteristics tat mothers db.

Social role's. The first true social role ,,(Step ,8) appears aboiit'a year

later, at age 4, ,when the child coordinates two behaviorar-roles Into a

social relationship, an integration of a. l-ole with its' complement. In role

theory every sóCial rdle is defined iri terms of itsjelation to at least one
eother 'category, called a complementary role. For example, doctor is

defined . in relation to patient, and Mother in relation to child .(Sarbin

Allen, 1968): A person .in the role of medical doctor behaves according to

a set of norms that require, among other things, that he or sho display

certain medical,skills with a patient and try to help that patient overcome

illness or Stay healthy'. Similarly, the pei-son in the role of patient is

expected to cooperate with tI;e doctor in examination and treatment.

DoCtor and patient form a complementary. role relation--a social role,

. In pretend play, a child who understands the social role of doctor
,
can make a doctor doll examine a patient doll, with the two 'interacting

appropriately. This new capacity has important implications for children's

-f
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t
social competence, bedause ft allows them to understand much more about

conventional relationships between people. For instance, two brothers.,
0

one 3 and one years of age, repeatedly played, stOrekeeper.. The

younger boy had a storekeeper doll stdck the shelves and work in the

store,ctiThs showing a behavioral role, but he did not have the storekeeper

interact with other dolls. The older boy.made the game much more sophis-

ticated for both children, supplying what was missing in the younger boy's

play. He had the storekeeper interact with customers, asking them what

items they 'wanted to buy, iccepting pay,ahd preteniing to order and

st6ck ,what the 'customers needed. Thus, he added the complementary' role
/01,

interactions that are. typical of social as opposed to behavioral roles.,

The abilifiy to defint- social roles has significance for many aspects of

-children's sbehavior besides pretending. Ohildrven, 'Of course, define th'em-

selves partially in terms of social categories '(Harter, in press; Kohlberg,
.

1966), and 'the development of social *)-4kes therefore affects their concepts
,

<,

I
of self. Wahl this new-ability, children 'tan see the categories boy and

girl as being specifically related: Lisa does not merely belong to the cate-

gory of girl; she is a girl as opposed to a boy. Girl and woman are seen

as 'specifically relatea in 'a different maY: A Rel is not merely a category

of child, but she- is a child -who will become a woman. The ability to

comprehend such relations for gender:, age, and probably race and social

class seems to first emerge at approximately 4 years of age (e.g., Conaell,

1978; Edwards, .in press; Kat4, 1973, 1982; Ruble, Balaban, & Cooper,

1981; Van Parys, 1981; Watson & Amgott-Kwan, in press; Westerman,

1979).' Indeed, concepts that are defined in terms of such a relation can

probably not be understood before this period. The concept of social

clasS, for instance, involves the relation of at least two classes, such as

poor and rich (1Thimark, 1981).

1 G
4. 1/43



1 The change in role understanding seems to affect social relationships

as well. Indeed, at the age of 4 children seem to begin to focus on social

relationships per se. Evldence suggests, for example, that children's .

friendships fir'st become true relationships at. this age, with each friend

fulfilling an expected rOle insteag of being- merely an enjoyable companion

(Furman, 1982; Hartup, in press).

Besides social roles themselves, a number of other skills based on the

capacity to relate social categories seem to develop at this age (Fischer,
.

1980; Fischer*, & Watson, 1981; Hand, 1981-a). Children begin lo define
. fr

many sociar categories in relational terms. The behavioral categories of

work and ply, for instance, are redefined in relatioto adult and child:

AdUltS work; children play (Tucker, 4979), The relations of adults to

work and a children ,to .3Iay are dearly not \social roles by the conVen-

tional ,definition, but .they de involve the coordination of one social cate-

gory-with another.

Role intersections. At 6 to 7 yearS, children move beyond the simple

social, role to an understanding of role ibtersection (Step 12), ih which

4they coordinate two social roles for one agent with' two social roles for a
-.-

second agent to form a system of social roles. For example, one doll can

act as both doctors and father to a second doll, who is boy his patient and

his daughter.

Older preschoolers struggling with the facts of role intersection often°

, exhibit- a concern about conflicting role expectations. For example, when

one of the authors was a araduate student, his son asked if he would still

be the boy's father when he became a psychologist. After the father

explained that "a person can be bath a psychologist and a father,,the boy

them asked, "Yes, but are you a teacher or a student?. You teach school,

ID
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and y6u go-to classes." He then aSked how his fdther could be a teac'her,

a student, and a psychologisi and still live at .home. Clearly, the boy was

struggling with role intersections.. His concerns seemed to stem from his

ability to understand social roles and the norrfis that, accompany them

without being able to intersect multiple-roles. Perhaps the genuine con-
4

cerns of children in such situations provide the irnpet .txs-TO-their develop-
If -

ment to higher steps'of role undexstariding.

The capacity to understand role intersections allows children to elimi-
. .

nate many confusions that plagued them in earlier years. Not only can

their daddy, be a teacher to his students, for example% but-at the S'ame

time 'he cpn be a father to his ,children and a husl?and to tiieir mother,

who is his wife. Starting at about 6 years,. children can t ius coordinate

the roles of parent and spouse betause they can underitand how both of

their parents can fill two roles at. once (Fischer & Watson, 1981; Watson &

Amgott-Kwan, in press).

Likewise, children can eliminate earlier confusions they may have'had

about work .and play-: Wis not true that Work is always clOne by adults.

and play by. children; .both adults and ,children __can play or work.. With

this ne.w understanding the child may conceive of play as something that is

fun and easy, whHe work is something that is not so much fun and hard

(tucker, 1979).

Major advances 'also occur in the understanding of. roles and relations

involving gender, age, race,' and social clas's (e.g., Katz & Zalk, 1973;

Leahy .1981; Maccoby & jacklin, 1974; Williams, Bennett, & Best, 1975).

Children devise, for inStance, a general scherna for social class--a scale of
,

goodness, wealth, or -Well-being on which individual people can be placed

(Connell, 1978; Naimark, 1981). The ways in which this schema are

..
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uriderstoOd still remain concrete, of course, involving clothes, cleanliness,

type of speech, and the like. EIut the C'hema can-be sophisticated enough

to include even the conception of a.m'iddle class between lower and upperA

classes.
, .,., .

it is at .6 to 7 yearS, then, that children begin to sort out the corn-

plexities of role intersections and combinations and-thus to move rapidly
Y

closer_ to adults' understandings of roles. This development. apparently
,

explains why so much previous reSearch has seemed to fin&I that children

do not understand social roles until the elementary school years (Watson,

1.981). Tasks. that 3re designed to assess conceptions similar to those of
4

adults. are likely to underestimate preschoolerS' social-cognitive abilities.
,

Only when tasks are explicitly designed to test a zpe-ific level of skill can

a

researchers be confident that they are correctly assessing what children

can do (Bertenthal, 1981; Roberts, 1981).

Throughout the elementary school, years children build more and'more

i complex ,and sophiSticated 'forms of concrete role ihtersections. Theh,

beginning as early as 10 or 11 years of age, they can move.beyond these
,

concrete social' categories and en er the next developmental cyclethe
.

. understanding of social systems an networks. The last steps in Table 1

(Steps 15 to 18) sketch part of This next cycle. ,

Other research. The series of studies that we conducted strongly

supported the predicted developmental sequenceofor 'both the 'role.of rrredi-
,.

cal doctor with its complements and for the roles within the nudear..faMily.

In addition, a number, of studies from other laboratories support theSe

findings. Generally, children's understandings of social categories have
1

been found to' proaress from nonrelational, categories; based on Isalient

behaviors to categories based on social relations to categ'ories that involve

al
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role intersections. The studies cited in th'e precedino discussion ,ccrnsti-

' tute nly a small portion of relevant investigigons.,ol
.. --

I
.

In general, studies in other Ialopnetories have used less structured.
71. :

. .

methods and more complex or ,unfamiliar.pasks, and they have not assessed
r,

each de*opmental step _independently.* Consequently, these, investigetions

have cvné to more pessimistic conclusions about the abilities of preschoOl-
,

ers (e.g. , Anderson, 1977; Chambers & Tavuchis, 1976; Emmerich, 1959,

1 961; Greenfield & C,hilds, 1977; Jordan, 1980). In most cases, the ages

fo'r ; particular deveropmental stet; were 2 to '3 years later than in our
.

studies. This lag is not surprising, since our methods werd'
7 .

designed to detect the first blossOming of preschool children'g. Onder-

'standing's' of social roles.,

,

Development of Concepts of .Social Interaction: Mean an d Nice

Sb cial roles constitute only one of a number of types of important

ocial categories. .People also, establish catggories that specify, for ex-
.

ample, .scripts for how to behave in "specific situations, as in restaurants

or theaters (Schenk & Abelson, 1977), and categories that reflect how

A people- are perceived by others (Harter, 1 982; Livesley & Bromley, 1 973;

Rosenberg, 1979). One of the moet significant types of social category for

the preschool child -involves modes of social interaction-I-how peOple inter-

act with each otiller and whet kinds of rilles they follow in those interac-

tions.

AmOng% categories:for social intelractions, there is one" related pair that
,

seems to be especially salient to preschool children--nice nd mean. At an

early age, children learn to discriminate, between the types of concrete

behaviors that are laudable and °those that are deplorable in_ the eyes of
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others. In addit4on to simply labeling the categories, 'children also need-to

understand the relations between behaviorshow one person''s nice behae-

ior derives from-another person's nice behavior, or how one person's mean

behavibr derives from another person's mean behavior. .

Assimilating society's systemfor dassifyin.og different types of behav-, -
'fors and comprehendind the subtletie of sbcial causality are noteasy tasks

for the child. Deep appreciation -Df the fine po- ints of' social interaction

seems to require years of development and appears not to bt completkl

until early adulthooek or eten rater (Broughton, 1978; Fischer, Hand,' &

Rustell, in prdss). Still, the develoPnient of this apkeciation starts at a,,
young aOe and occurs in a gradual sterk-zby-step fashion child-

-- hood. Ai each point in development; 'children have some way of classify-

ing and accou nting for social. interactiOn.
. .

-H6nd (1981-a) studied the development of children's capacity to
;

differentiate and explain, opposite types of social interaction throughout

early and middle childhbod.- ,The sequence that she studied,. eiutlined in

sable 2, ,is similar to the sequence of social role development, although
., /..,,

some of the particular steps tWed were different. To trace devploprnent

in a detailed but comprehensive 'manner, she used a variety of experimen-
,

tal tasks-. First, the fmitatRte pretending technique from the social rble

research was used to 'detect children's earlyvunderstandings of iocial

°interaction: Children acted out stories about people their own age being
.

0

either nice or meam Second, other mord 'open-ended measures were in,-
,

cluded to assess the children's under4tanding in less' structured settings,:

Children made up stories of t'heir own instead of imitating tIle experimen-
,

ter's, and 'they answered,a series of interview questions about the 'social
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. ,

categories of nice 'aAd mean,, good' and bad, and smart and dumb. Sub-. . , . ,

jects were 72 middle-class boys and girls ranging in age friomi 3 to 120
- I'''

years. In a strong-scalogram analysis, 70 of. ihe 72 subjects* lit- the pre-

.-dicted sequence perfectly. The 'results for the .more open-ended 'condi-

tiOns, as well as

described later.

supportive research frem other labofatories, will be

z

Insert Table 2 about here
f

a

Behavioral categories. . As with soCial roles, the development f a

skial-interaction concepts seems to begin with the idea that people, can act

on 'their own as independent agents (Step 1). By ..the age of 3 years,

most, children can go beyond simple agency 10 use simple, concrete behav-

ioral categories (Step 2), such ,as organizing two or more 'actions under

the label "nice" (e.g.,'' giving someone eandy.ancr saying, ") 'like yoi.1").
40

Of course, the particular categories children use depend on the kinds of

interactions to which they are exposed.

Most 3-year-olds thave such good Introl of the categories "nice" and

"mean" that they can easily shift back and forth between them, making one

doll act nice and ,then making another doll .act mean, or''viCe versa (Step
.

3). They are unable, however,' to understand that the same person can,)

act. bOth ways' in a short period of time. For example, Livesley and
°

Bromley (1973) reported that preschoolers who observed a person acting in

'opposite ways tended to think they had 'seen two different people. Three-
,

year:olds are also unable to underkand reciprocal 'relations between social

categories--how the nice or mean .behavior of one pers9n mh causethe

nice or mean behavior of 'another 'person. Thus, they cannot yet compre-.,

hehd pcial causality or influence involvinçj such categories.

f
P.o



Relating cateaories Of inter5ction. the aqe of;,4 to 44. years, chil-
.
dren hay% grown significantly in their ability to conceptualize social inter-

action. At this. point, they begin to go beyond the...separate behavi2ral

categories of ;he 3-year-pld and integrate two or three categories of behav-

ior into a relation-. This ability.lis sirhilar to the relating of t4o befiavioral'

roled into a social role such as doctor with patient. They can understand,

for example, the combination of opposite behaviors in a single person, as

when the same per:on is nice at one moment and. mean a short time later

(Step 4 ). And they can understand social influen ce; in which one -person

acts mean to another person békuse that other person -acted.mean to the
S

first person (Step Lib).

The ability tb. relate two behavioral categories enables the child to

participate in the social milieu in a more, independent and self-directed way

than ever before., The capacity, to adopt both perspec s in an interac-

tron increases children's knowledge of each persp tive '(FI veil, 1977;

Lawler, 1:981; Selman, 1980). The child who can 'consider both her own

behavior and that df another person simultaneously° can use- her own. ac-
-.

tions more effectively to influence the, other's behavior in the interaction

(e-g., Westerrrjan & Fischman-Havstad, 1982).

H6wever, there remain important limits to the 4i-year-Ais thinking.

Children this age cannot understand social influence as it telates to the

combination of nice and mean. In other words, they cannot integrate. their

understanding that one person's behavior is caused by another erson's,

behavior with their understanding that people can behave in 'both nice and

mean ways. Consequently, they 'cannot comprehend how a sef of social

influences produces both .positive and negative behaviorg,
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In addition, the 41-year-old's abilities- to understand 'Social' influence
. .

by itself or the combination of nice and mean by itself are severely limited

byt context. In contexts that do not piovide explicit.support for relating
.

social categories ,sual as unfamiliar situations and verbal InterViews, chil-

dren of 'this- age tend .to fall back on more priniiiive behaViorth,, such.,as
k

treating nice, and mean ,as separate categories - (Hand, ..198i-b; Harter,

1982; in press),,,

Integrating Multiple characteristics of interaction. Most 6- or 7-year-

olds can integrate social influence with the combination of nice and mean to

form a system for understanding social influence involving opposite behav-
,-

iors. They call show how someone can act nice 'to one person.,and mean to,

a second person at the sam'e time, because the firSt person acted nice' to

him and the Other one acted mean (Step 6). Many children can also show'

an even,ore complex integration, in ,which one person acts.iDoth nice and

mean to a single other, person because that other person demonstrated both

nice and mean behaviors to him (Step 7). ,
As with 4- and 5-year-olds, the sOcial-interoction skills of elementary

school children dePend greatly on the amount of support provided bY the

situation. Without the help of a structdred task, chIdren typically, show
. .

much less advanced behaviors (Hand 1981-b). The ability to understand

social influence inyolving opposite behaviors seems to come and goslepend-

ing upon the degree to which the situation helps childfen to strtictuce

their behavior appropriately (Hand, 1981-a).
4.

During the el6entary school years, these skills are extended and
:".

consolidated so that they become less dependent on emiironmental sbpport.

Children become able to understand social influence involving opposite.
behaviors even in more open-ended tasks. At the same time, they expand

.



the rarige of categories in which they possess this understanding, applyin'a

it to situations involving more than two people and to pairs of social cate-

gories that are less concrete than nice and mean, such as smart and dumb

or proud and sad (Hand, 1981-a; Harter, 1977, 1982): In addition, chil-

dren at this age can use an lincreasirigly diverse range of antecedents to

. account for people's actions.

The new ability to integrate multiple characteristics of social interac-,
tion hag major ramifications for the child--at least as far-reaching as those

arising at about age 4 from the abilitV to relate interaction - categories.

The 6- or 7-year-old can begin to simultaneously, take account of, two

aspects of each of two actors' behaviors in an interaction. For instance,

she can not only consider botli another person and herSelf, but she can

also appreciate that both people have tie capacity to act in positive and

negative ways (Hand, 1981-a; Harter, 1982). This capacity enables the

child to coordinate her behavior with another person's in a much more

effective and fine-tuned manner. q,eing able to think about Her own,

positive and negative behaviors in relation to someone else's positive and

negative behaviors rneansnhat the child can tailor her behavior clOsely to

another person's. In this way she becomes able to increase her. social

effectiveness, improving her chances of accomplishing what she wants Mille

satisfying the needs of the other person.

These new abilities have significant limits, however. They are VerV

much tied to concrete observable behaviors and situations, like the specific

acts and events that cause her friends to act nice or 'Mean-, At this point,

the child is still,' unable to ao beyond these, concrete generalizations, to a

more powerful, abstract conceptualization of social interaction (Biggs &

Collis, 1982; Hand, 1981-a; Harter, in press; Rosenberg: 1979).

1)9.1
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A broader, more abstract conception, of human behavior awaits the

onset of abstract thinking in early, adolescenceOccurring at about age 12

in Hand's (1981-a) Study of nice and mean behaviors. The advent of

abstract thinking. enabtes the person to move beyond explaining behavior

via specific observable or easily inferrable facts to begin positing durable

traits, values., or social influences to explain human interactions and social

systems. Some of the early develOpments in this new phase are outlined in

Stea 9,and 10 of Table 2. It takes years of development, of course, for

the- School-age child who can influence specific interactions to change into

the adult litho can' operate in social systems and networks and influence

society more broadly.
'

THE CONTRIBUTION OF CONTEXT TO DEVELOPMENT

Psychologists and educators sometimes describe skills as if they were

.'Unitary abilities: The child can read, the child understands conservation,

the child comprehends social roles or social influence. Such statements

imply that skills have a life of iheir own, separate from the contexts In

which they are demonstrated. The evidence does not support such,a view

(Biggs & Collis, 1982; Feldman, 1980; Fischer, 1980; Flavetl, 1971; Fleish-

man, 1982). The child whq has mastered many basic reading skills is not

able to read all material presented to him in school. The child who shows
11 I

'conservation 'of number Commonly fails to shov conservation of length.

The child who can -demonWate 6ri understanding of social 'categories in an

imitativeapretending task freiquently cannot do so in an interview assess-

-it-lent (Hand, 1981-a).

This absence of unitary cross-situational abilities follows logically from

the fact that both the child and the environment contribute to perfor-

mance. There could be unitary abilities only if environmental variations

tt
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had minimal effects on behaviors. . When describing children's skill's, then,

scientists and educators need to attend to the context in which each skill

is manifested. All sorts of contextual variations typically produce signifi-
.

cant differences in children's- demonstrated level of ability. Factors that

have been shown to affect development/al' level include practicd,

the presenc,e of other peo131e, the setting, and the form of the taski(e.g.,

Cole & Riel, in press; Jacksone Campos, & Fischer, 1978; Nicolich, 1978).

The Relation between Competence and Spontaneous Performance

It would be unfortunate if all that could be said was that developmen-

tal level varies across contexts. .Surely there must be order in the varia-

tions. Some recent findings suggest a type of order that Would seem io

have major, implic4tions for analyseS of learning and cieveIopment. .

One of' the most important dimensions along which contexts can vary

seems to be the amount of. structure or contextual support for children's
-

behavior. Changes in the amount- of Support typically produce profound,'

differences in the developmental level of behavior '(Hand, 1981-b; Vygot-,

sky, 1978). In general, greater contextual support increases the proba-,

bility. that children will demonstrate their highes.t capabilities.' With less

contextual support, a wider variety of behaviors are observed, and hence

a wider ange of behavioral differences occur both between and within

individuals

in our various Studies:of ;ehe develoPment df social rble'S qd

tions , however, a systematic developmental change was found in this

relation. At different points' in social-cdgnitive development, the i-elation

between children's behavior in structured setting" s and that in less struc-

tured,'more open-ended settings shifted dramatically.

2 9



Early in the preschool years, between approximately I and 4 years .of

age, chikfren tend spontaneously to demonstrate their most advanced

competence not only in structurecl settings but also in more open-ended

ones. Later in the preschool years, starting at about 4 years, the pattern ;

changes abruptly: Older children seldom shop their most adv.anced compe-

tence spontaneously, but seem,. to.require a structured setting to consis-

tently demonstrate the liest they can do. The shift from the first pattern

to the second occurs precisel?- at the point where children begin to inte-

grate social categories into/ social. roles, social influence, and the like

(Hand, 1981-b). ACcording to skill 'theory, this point marks the shift to a

new' developmental level, beginning at about 4 years. of age, at which

children can relate -categories or other kinds of ,representations within a

single skill.

The research on soaal roles (Watson & Fischer, 1977, WO) 'and on

social interaction (Hand, 1981-a) has shown this same pattern. In both

sets of studies`, children's competence was measured by a structured

assessment and in Itwo spontaneous conditions. The-experimenter adminis-,

tered the structured assessment (employing the imitative pretending tech-

nique) -and then' left the room, asking the child to play with the experi--

mental toys arid make Up stories of her, own.' After returning, the expéri-

menter"asked the 'child to tell the best story she:could. The "best stor.:0

and.. ihe 's:tories, froM. the 1310;;, periqd constituted the tile. spontaneous

C'eniftiOns, both of which were SCored according to the same developmental

seqUence used in the Structured assessment (shown in -Tables 1 and 2;

c,
respectively, for the two sets of studieS). Children's highest perform.?

A

ances in the two spontaneous conditions were virtually identical.

39
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The question asked .was, Did children show the same highest develop-
, e

mental step in the structured assessment and the two spontaneous assessr.

ments? In the social role studies, the shift from the first pattern to the
-

second occurred at the step where Childreft's competence. (their highest

step in the struaured assessment) was social roles or beyond (Steps 8 and
0,

higher in Table 1). That is, children whose competence was no higher,

than Step 7 typically demonstrated that competence in both spontaneous

conditions, but children who .were capable of combining two or more roles

in a relation were unlikely to show their competence in the spontaneous

conditions, as illmstrated in Figure 1 (Watson & Fischer, 1977, 1980; see

also Largp ,& Howard, 1979).

Insert Figure 1 .about here

Results from Hand's (1981-b) study of social-interaction concepts

showed a similar shift at tile first step where children had to relate twos,

interaction catebories (Step Lia in 'Table 2). VirtUally all the childreh at
this step demonstrated their most advanced level "of -Competence in the

spontaneous conditions, but virtually hone, of 'the children:, who were,. cap-
.; able of relating two or more social categories exhibited tiliS.campetencd in.

the spontaneous conditions. '`
t

Thut, the, evidence Suggests that befoi.e chirdreh .49)n tO relate .

social cptegories, they tend to perform spontaneously at their most ad-

vanced .level of competence. Once they have begun to réláte categories,

however, more support from the environment seems to be required for

them to demonslrate their Competence involving relations of categories.

Interestingly, the French psychologist Walton (1970) described something
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similar to'this phenomenon. Bef re 'the alge of 4, he said, children tend to

be driven to master whatever they encounter. Starting at '4, on the otl-ter

hand, the come to assert, theiri'own goals and are no longer so driven by

the demands of the iminediate environment. However,. Wallon's description

to have been based primarily on informal. observations of children,

and he reported no research testing this hypothesiis.

Surety more researth is needed to determine the extent of this phe=

nomenon. Does it occur in most domains of cognitive-development, or only

in a few? It courd be, for example, that with tasks that are very impor-

tant emotionally, children will be more likely to spontaneously show their

most advanced competence. Our hypothesi.s, howevel-, is that the phenom-

enon 'is highly general (Fischer. Han!CI, & Russell, in press; Hand,

1981-a ). If this hypothesiS proves to be adcurate, then- it would seem to

require a recasting of what scientists mean by "competence" (Rubin et al.,
0

in prdss).
. \

Implications. for Education and Other Forms of Socializatiori

According tO. thes findings,' children ,of early presChoo4 Age seer.; to
J ,

I , I

require little .special environmental Support to, perform, at their mdSt ad-

vanced, developmental. level. , They .seem naturally to engage with people .
, - . .,

and ,tasks: in such a way that they 'directly prictice and consolidate their
t . .

newest Skills. ,Thiis; an 'edOcational program that maximize's opportunities..

0

'

to experitnent with different maferials,And activities can be effed4ve at this

age. Likewise, in any socialization context-, children of this age may tend
,

naturally to function at their most advanced competence,' so long, as the

environment does not, interfere.

At approximately age 4, however, when She child has developed the

capacity to integrate categories sin a relation, the situation seems to. shift.



More specific environmental support appears ,to-become necessary to encour-
.

a:6e children to develop and use their -skills at their most adi/anced level

This is not"to say that a curriculum for the child Lat this due should be

highly regimented and directive, although some structure and specific

encouragement will be helpful to the child's development,. Suet, structure

and encouragement will probably be most effective when children are

naturally motivated to pursuft a particular activity. A. sensitive teacher or

parent who can follow a child's interests and intervene at propitious mo-

mdnts to suggest new or more effective ways of pursuing an activity is

likely to facilitate .the child's development across a wide range of domains..,
THE i.NTERACTION BETWEEN COMPETENCgE AND USE

OF SOCIAL, CATEGORIES

Based 'on the .research with structured assessments, the development

of the understanding of social categories seems to be relatively straight-
-

forwa'rd., proceeding..through three .basic.developmental levels in the pre-
.

.school years. Infants, cannot refresent social categories, but at;about 2
1'

years of age, toddlers begin to understand agency-,-the ways that. people

Can aci .on their 'own independently of the child. By 2i to 3 years, chil-

dren show the first level of true social categories: The)/ can put together

some of these independent actions to ,form their first single social categor-
,

ies-rcollections oVbehaviors and characteristics that ,form a class of social

attributes. The second level, simple relations of social, categories, first

develops at approximately 4 ,years of age, when children can integrate two

or more social categories into a skill for a social role, a type of soc%

influence, or some other .social relation. The third level, involving under-
,

standings of complex systems of social categories, first emerges at age 6
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or 7 in forms such as social role intersection's, soCial influence involving

opposite behaviors, and multiple 'emotions in social interactions.

The portrait of social-category development clearly is not that simple,

however, ,as demonstrated by the research on spontaneous performance.

Structured assessments provide a good estimate of tht child's best social

abilitieshis-or her competence--but on the other hand, they also tend to

constrain the child's behavior. As a result, much of the natural variabil-

ity in behavior goes undetected in structured assessments. 'The best
solution seems to be to uSe both structured assessments and measures of

behavior in less structured contexts (Hand, 1981-b).

Behavior in less structured contexts is particularly significant in the

process of socialization. The way children contribute to their own sociali-

zation May be especially notable in situations where their behavior is not

severely constrained. Children strhie to understand their s iety'slcate-

gories and rules and to behave .in accordance with them, but hen the

context alloWs a range of behaviors, the relation between understanding

'and behavior may. pe complex, and interesting.

impOrtantly, understanding a 'social category is not the same as using

it. Understanding seems to be a prerequisite for effective use, but there .

is probably not a one-to-one relation between understanding and use.

When investigators have tested for a relatively simple relationfor ex-
. ample; that ,greater undet-standing of sex roles will lead to closer adher-,

ence to those roles--they have found nothing so simple (e.g., Marcus

?O('erton, 1978).-

The use .of social categories is naturally affected not only by level of

understanding but also by a hosf of other factors--the child's own goals,

the affective valence of a category, the society's emphasis on the cate-.



gory, the exact nature of

demands of the immediate

the fact , that a child has

measured in a structured
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the connections among related categories, the
-

context. In addiion, as vie descilbed above,
-

the competence to understand a category, os

aSsessrnent, does not guarantee that he -or she
will demonstrate that. competence in a -different sotting, particularly a less
structured one. Thus, greater coinOtence with a social category.adoes not

automatically lead to more use of that category or to more desirable be-.

.havior with respect to that category.

Unfortunately, there has been little retearch directly testing the
relation between competence measured in a structured assessment and use

in a less structured context. The paucity of iesearch precludes able,:

definitive conclusions, but the few existing studies do suggest systematic

developmental changes in the relation. Each Of the three major gevelop-.1

mental levels of gocial catebories seems to be characterized by certain

kinds of distortions and biases in spontaneous use, whiCh affect how. .

children at each.oleyel comprehend and react to iecialization pressures.,
'

Middle Pi-eschool: "Globbing" in Behavioral Categories

, At the first developinqntal level, 3-year-olds build single behavioral
categories., In, spontaneous behavior, older childrerr also use' these. cate-

gories In a manner that seems to. be eharacteristic:z They mbi'"togetner

components that are in fact seipar:ate, ihowing proCes.1 that 'we. he've

vcalled "globbing" (Fischer, Hand, ,& Russell, n -press). Because the child
does not' relate categories, she cannot compare and differentiate them-

,

(Fischer, 1980; Werner, 1957). As a result, she has difficult; separating

Arelated social categoriet, which become mixed together in a glob. Elements .

of one social category are comi3ined with elements of a se ond one to create

an original, but often unrealistic, glob ed category.

35
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Although our informal observations suggest that globbing of social

categories el commonplace in 3- and 4-year-olds, research condUcted on

.ehildren of this age is scant, and we know, of only two empirically clodu-

mented examples of globbino--one involving age and one involving race.
*!"

'Edwards (in press) studied preschoolers' ability to discriminate photo-,

graphs of people by age. Most 3- to 4-yearAolds(mean age 3.9) could

easily separate children into "little ones and big ones," but when asked to

indicate which ''group they themselves belonged to, they made a systematic

error. Most of the boys placed themselves with the big children, even

though they in fact belonged with the little ones,.-while.most of the girls

placed themielves with the little children. By the age of 4 tO 5 years

(mean age 4.7),- the effect had ditappeared, with.children of both sexes

placing themselves in the 'big category half the time and in the little cate-:

gory half the time. This distribution of responses was appropriate, since

4- and 5-year-olds were dose to the age -border between the small and

large groups.

Edwards interpreted the younger childreh's systematic errors as

-reflecting a mixing together, or globbing, of size with gtnclyr: Since boys

are males and men tend to be bigger than women, then boys must be big.'

,Similarly, since girls are fem'ales and women tend to be smaller than men,

then girls mpst be little. While this confusion of size 'with genc4r seems

_to disappear by '4 ,to 5 years of age, ,at least in. Simple-tasks; a tencklency

to confuse size with another dimension, age, continues until 7 or 8, appar-.

ently because these two characteristics are in fact so closely related

(Kratochwill a Goldman, 1973).

Van Parys (1981) uncovered a seLond instance of globbing in the use

of the category of race by 3-year-old black children. Middle-class black

3
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and white children 3, 4, and 5 years of age sorted drawings of people into

categories based on sex, age, and/or race. A number of black children,

especially 3-year-old boys, systematically classified themselves incokrectly

by race. When asked to place themselves in a black or white'category,

, they placed themselves with lhe whites. Inclependently, these sane chil-

dren demonstrated both the conipetence to discHminate race accurately and

the tendency to use race spontaneously; They showed good skill in classi-
,

fying drawings of other people as bleat' or white, and they tended to

'focus on- other people's race in tasks wherethey could have focused on

sex or age instead. By 5 years of age the misclassification of self had

disappeared. Similar confusions about race have been, documented

several Classic studies: Young black children tend to claSsifi themselVes

as white Wand to prefer white dolls and white playmates {Clark & Clark,

1947; Goodman, 1964; Porter, 1971), although there is some variation in

these results across studies (Katz, 1982) and tasks (Vah Parys, 1981).

In this instance, of globbing, 3-year-olds, seem to mix together good-
..

ness` with white and badnes,s with black, assigning neOativ-k characteristics,

more to dark-skinned people than to light-skinned ones (Clark, Hocevar, &

Dembo, 1980). AccOrding to this interpretation, they know, that' they

themselves are good, and they think that it, is better to 'be white than

black. , Consequently, they .put theMselves4 in the globbed category of'

"gOod" white, clespite. ,:ne' fact that 'they are blacle.'
0,Despite the paucity of researCh on 'early soCial categories, the child'

psychoanalytic literature sug'gests that these instances may reflect a funda-

mental characteristic of the Way young preschool children think' (e%g.,

Fret.,c1 1966; Mahler7 Pine, & Bergman, 1971). Because of their primitive

developm tal level, young children consistently combine categories that do

3 7
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-not belong together and thus consti-uct categor'es that distort soda! reality ,-I.
'Th%/ .in extreme ways: This globbing process b ars some similarity to what

Freud (1955) called condensalion, a process in which two or-more objects

or people are combined in a single image or thought, as wnen a person in

a dream seems to be the dreamer's spouse and,parent at the- sanie time. '

Contracy to Freud's interpretation, globbing does not need to be uncon-

sciously motivated, since it seems to be a characteristic of citain levels of

thinking (Feffer, 1982; Fischer & Pipp, in press-a).

Late Preschool: Oversimplified Relations between Social Categories

By 4 to 43 years, most children can b'egin to relate two social cate-
f

gories and so move beyond gross distortions of behavioral categories.

This new capacity leads to a Major increase in sophistication, as shown in

the research involving social roles arid social interactions.. Children can

start to understand how doctors relate to patients, mothers to fathers, and

so on--as well as .how one person's actions towards another affect that

second person'S responses to the first,

In realt-life sktuations, howeVer, relations of social categories are
.1

usually complex. Each person occupies. multiple.social categories, often at

the same time, and the distinctions between categories are often subtle.

Faced with these complexities, 4- to 6-year-oldl tend to oversimplify the
._

relations ,between categories. The oversimplifications seem to take at least
, .

'
. two forms; First, children treat related categaries 'as sharply distinct and. ,

miss the subtleties of differences--in effect, stereotypir social categories.

Second, when relations in fact overlap, children mix them up, ghowing a

form of globbing that is more sophisticated than that occurring at, the

previous level of understanding single categbries.
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Stereotipin.q. While there have been .no definitive studies of the
developmen t, of stereotyping 'in the preschool years; the emergenCe of the
capacity to relate social -categories often seems to lead to extreme stereo=

typing of satient social categories, including those involving gender, race,

class, and age. Many children of this age 'show a .remarkable surge of

stereotyping, even in the face' of blatantly contradictory -4

evidence. Sex stereotyping seems to be especially common. One ii-year-, for, example/
old boy asserted that women wear dresses, even though his own mother

almost always wore pants. A 4-year-old- girl- 'insisted on wearing pink
dresses and party shoes, even on the playground.

'indeed, research on both sex-role and racial categories suggest:that

stereotyping may follow a standard developmental course. For sex roles,
ft

children show some evidence of stereotyping as early as -3 years of age,
e ,

and sex stereotyping seems to be well ,established by ft to 5 years (e.g.,
Kuhn et *al., '1978; Williams, Bennett, 6 Best, 1975). 'The degree of
stereotyping then appears to increase to a maximum at age 7 or, 8 (DSmon,

1977; Maccoby, 1980). During the elementary school years, the trend
reverses, and stereotyping begins fo Slowly decre4se, with children show-1

ing more flexibility about gender roles (Carter & Patterson, 1982). ,

For race categories,- the first evidence for stereotyping of blacks' and.
whites appears ,as early. as3 'yeari of age: There .then seems to be a

. .
.

-4 -surge in this, stereotyping' throughout the rest a .the preschool years,

(Clark et al., 1980; Clark & Clark, 19147; Katz., 1982; Stevenson &

Stewart, 1958). Stereotyping of black as negative and white as positive

appears to, peak in the late preschool and Zarly elementary school years.

After the age of 7 or 8, raciaystereotypind appears to decrease system-
%

atically throughout the eldmentary school period (Clark et al., 1980; Kafz,

39 I)

0
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. -1982r Katz & -Zalk, 1978; Williams, Best, & Boswell, 1975). At the least,
children 'in this period come to deal more accurately with the demands of

the immediate situation, understanding, for example, that it Lc,- ofterr-unde-,

sirable to state a blatant stereotype.
,A plausible interpretation of the data on racial 'Stereotyping is that

starting 'at 4,or.5 years, black childrei; stop the extreme globbing of racial

categories that is Characteristic -,-of the previous level. Now, instead of
,

sometimes thinking of themselves as white, they gradu,elly come to 'accept
their race. In the läte_preschool years, howev.er, children tend to slereo"-

type bleck as negative; consequently, they may experience great s-diffh

culties with their racial self-image. Perhaps only in the elerrientary school

years, when they can begin to deal with'the complexities of racial categoi;-
..0les, will these children be able to resolve the apparent conflict engendered

by their earlier oversimplified understanding of race.

The developmental course for stereotyping suggested by these find=

ings for gender, and race can be divided into four main phases.' ,(1) With

the development of behavioral categories at approximately 3 'years of age

children show evidence sof some stereotyping. (2) At Li to'5 yeart, -there

seems to be a surge'in sterleotyping, apparentlY arising from ethe fact that

children become a,ble to understand role relatiOns. For instance-, they .

become capable of treiting'boys and girls as, in qome senses., opposites.

(3) Stereotyping seems to reach its peak or maximum between 6. and 8,
years. By this age, children have had sufficient time to master the over-

simplified role relations that they began tO, develop a few years,earirer.- In

addition, children 'are moving into a new developmental level at this age,

and one characteristic of the transition seems to be that skills 'from Ur-
previouS level show a deVelopmental spurt (see Fischer, Pipp, &

4

di/
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Bullock , in press) . Thus, cluildren's bversimplifications may peak. at this
time. (4) After 7 or 8 years, stereotyping seems to decrease or become

more qualified as children become able to deal with complex relations among

real-life social categories.

The development 9f other sorts 'of stereotyping'my well follow this
same model. Categories and attitudes toward social class or age, for
example, may move through a similar progression (see Connell, 1978).

. Also, the distortion of role. relations is not limited to emotionally loaded
roles like those involving race and gender but is also evident in lesS
loaded social categories, such as work and play. Tucker (1979) found
that many 4- and 5-year-olds believe work is what adul4 do, play what

children do. According to this stereotyped way of thinking, children
cannot work and. adults cannot play.

It is impo'rtant to realize, however, that this developmental portrait of

stereotyping will not hold for all definitions and measures of stereotypino.

Only the simplest types of stereotyping will occur at these early ages.

More complex types,. such as those requiring conceptions of soCial institu-

tions or networks, will of course not develop until `later.

What seems to be characteristic of the late preschool years, then,

that for the first time Children become competent enough to understand

and use the concrete stereotypes that they encounter in their everyday
social 'lives. Thus, stereotyping in this period arises naturally from the
combinzAtion of the social reality they experience with the limitations of

their ability to understand that reality..

Globbing. The' oversimplified relations of categories in the late pre-

school years produce not only steeeotyping but also a form of globbing.

Of course, the globbing of relations of categories is not as primitive as the



globbing of -single categories at the previous level. Instead of mixing

together individual categories, children seem to mix together category

relations that overlap in real life.

g-he many overlapping social roles in the nuclear family appear to

provide a particularly rich source for this .type of globbing. A chil5I's

father iS an adult, a male, a man, a husband, and a father all at the same

time. The man's daughter is a child, a female, a girl, a daughter, 5 nd

often a sister. With so much overlap, 4- to 6-year-olds cannot get all the

relations straioht. They can think about simple relations between categor-.

ies, but they cannot form a broader framework to grasp. the way each

category relates to all the others. he several roles of parents seem to be

especially likely to be globbed: Husband/wife, father/mother, man/

woman, and male/female are collapsed into a single role relation, usuallY

referred to by the child with the labels "Mommy" and "Daddy." Children

do not seem to be able to understand, for example, that their mother and

father simuttaneousty fill both parent and spouse roles (Watson & Amgott-.

Kwan, in press).

Globbing of the overlapping roles of parents seems to provide the

basis for an emotional drama that is cofnmon in nuclear families-what

Freud (1 924/1 961) called the Oedipus conflict. The essence of this conflict

is that the child tries to take the place of the same-sex parent as the

object of affection of the opposite-sex parent: The boy tries to replate

his fathe'r, the girl her mother. The child can attempt such a simple

'substitution because he globs overlapping roles. In the collapsed role

relation Mommy/Daddy, the child focuses on the fact ,that Mommy and

Daddy are a female and ,male who have a special relationship. Because

other 'characteristics of Mommy and Daddy are overlooked, any male can

4. /v.
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subsiitute for Daddy Or any female for t.lommy, -and so a child can easily

take over the- place of the same-sex parent (Fis"cner & Witson, 1981) .

Presumably, many other examples of globbing of relltions also occur

in the late preschool years. Uncovering such distortions would seem to be

particularly relevant to understanding emotional development )uring this

age period. In the same way that globbing family relations seems to have

emotional/ consequences in the family, globbing other tylie4s. of relations

would seem likely to halm other important emotional consequences.

Effects of social evaluation. Along with learning the most b'asic

relations among social categories, in their society, children of 4 to 6 years

-of age- also appear to learn .so'ciety's evaluations of prominent social cate-
-

gories. Their `new ability to understand.relations enables them to compare

social categories in order to evaluate them. Four- to 6-year-olds are thus

able to determine the importance and value of categories such as male and

female or black and white in their society.

Van Parys' (1981) study demonstrates how 'Children learn and use

such evaluations. She administered a number of choice tasks to 72 3-, 47,

and 5-year-old black and white middle-class Denver children. Each child

sorted drawings into categories that required him or her- to choose .among

various combinations 'of gender, age, and race--putting together 'the ones

that .were similar, to each other in some 'tasks and the ones that were'like

the self in other tasks. She thus obtained measures of the psychological

salience or importance to the children of -the three types. of categories.

Three-year-olds did not show any consistent 'pattern of chokce, except

that many of them tended to ignore race. Four- and 5-year-olds, on the
G'

other hand, showed a pattern of choice that seemed to match thev way

middle-class adults use the categories. Gender was used most..often, age



next most often , and race least. This finding Cannot be explained in

terms of the physital salience' of the categories in the drawinas because

the figures were drawn to minimize salience differences. In addition, if
on category were physically most salient, it would have b

7
the children /and adults in the drawings differed obviously

age, since

size. Also,

research has shoft that the age 'dimension is generally salient for both

infants and toddler .(Brooks & Lewis, 1976; Edwards-i-Jn preis).

Van Parys' results indicate, then, that when gender, age,i and rke

are in question, gender is thedimension that 4- and 5-year-olds attend to

most, although they, also -attend frequently to age. In her sample, only a
few children focused on race. Interestingly, however,, different subgroups

of children ,showed different rankings of.categories as a function of 'their
-own gender and race. These differences seemed to reflect the statuses of

the categories to which the children belonged. In white middle-class

culture, males are generally 'valued., more than fernale, and for tasks in

which children were describing themselves, white boys and girls made

choices that reflected this difference. Four- and 5-year-olc white boys

showed .the general pattern, selecting.on the basiS of gender more than

age-;----b-ut white girls of the same ages de-emphasized gender and empha-

sized age, choosing on the basis of age more often than gender. BOth

-groups used race the least often.

With black children the patterns. of 'choice were different," appareritly

reflecting the inOre positive evaluation of females in black American culture.

(Weston & Mednick, 1970). Four- and 5=year-old black girls tended to. .

follow the generaL pattern of selecting on the basis of gender more than

age, but black boys of the same age de-emphasized'gender and chose More

often on.the basis of age than did black girls.
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These complex effects of the children's own characteristics were
/further complicated by the .effects oi variotis tasks. Seemingly minor

variations in the assessment tasks sometimes produced major changes in the

patterns of choice. !Cis not known whether these task effects we're the. ,

result of the young . agei of the children parzticipating in the, study or
...

whether they would, also be characteristic oof old'er children's bnd adults' .
. ,

choices.

Studies- that use only one task, it Would seem,- cannot: make. .

legitimate contlusions about the general patterns of choke in preschoq

Children.

By 4 or 5 years of age, then, children seem to have learned the

basic social categories .that they encounter in their society -and to have

organized thOse categories into relations reflecting their society's reality

and values. Because of the limits of their-understanding, they tend to
,

stereotype social relations, but their stereotypes are primarily exaggera-

tions -cf-the realities of their society.' It might be said that and 5-

year-olds often understand the relations of social ,categories in their soci-

ety all too well.

- Elementary School: Realistic Systems of Social, Categories

The social-cognitive advance that begins at ,6 or 7 years has perva- .

sive implications for children's social behavior. With the ability to inte-

grate multiple social categories in complex relations such as role inter-

sections, children can move past the distortions and confusions of earlier

years and 'understand the social categories around them in concrete detail.

Many societies acknbwledge this ability to' understand the complexities of

social behavior by giving children new social responsibilities at this age..

(Rogoff, Sellers, Pirrotta, Fox,, & White, 1975; Weisner & Gallimore, 1977).



Starting at 6 -` or 7 years, childreri begin, for example, to take responsi-

bility for care of younger siblings and for important chores, such as

tendin'a I estock and preparing food.

The advent of this new ability seems- to exl6lain why most previous

-research, has found that social categories, especially -social roles, 'are not
. '

, , understood until the elementary school years (e.g., Bigner, 1974; Marcus

Overtorr. f978; Piaget, 1924/1928). -Although that conclusion was clearly

overdrawn, it is true that preschool children cannot.tinderstand complex

- tasks* dealing with social categories and that elementary schobl children can

eliminate most of the distortions that are so common in preschoolers use .of

categories.

Indeed, once children correct these distortions, they seem to reject

them vehemently. Freud (1924/1961) reported, fore example, that when

elementary school children correct the Oedipal belief that they can substi-

tute for their same-sex parent and marry their opposite-sex parent, they

emotionally reject the idea of doing often finding the thought repulsive

and denying that they ever entertained it. In a less emotional domain,

Tucker (1979) discovered a similar` phenomenon., After ,children correct

their belief that work is what adults do and play is what children do, they

have difficulty even pretending to have /the belief. That is, in a game

about work and play they cannot make Aa doll act as if i believed, that

what adults do is work and what children do is play.

More generally, children's conceptions of social categories move to-. .

ward an':accurate reflection of the concrete realities of their society. The

oversimplified stereotyping of the previous level gives way to a morA

moderate or qualified form that captures accurately the society's definitions
41'of siocal relations. Even- for difficult concrete -concepts, reality teems to



play a greater role at this age than earlier. For eXarnple, because they

can begin to comprehend l'ancepts like wealth, children come to understand

social class better. Thus, although social' claSs gtereotypinq may blOssom,

lower and upper classes are less likely 'to be confused with good and bad.

Complex issues concerning occupation and status enter the child's inter-

pretation Of class (Connell, 1978; Leahy, 1981; Naimark, 1981).

The realistic systems of social categories at this age ar:e not Om-
,

pletely free of distortion, however. Their accuracj/ in mir4rorIng concrete

reality seems to produce a type of distortiop--a literalness in the intei--

pretation of social categories and relations. Because children of this age

are not yet able to place social relations in the ,broader context of social

systems, they, show a rigid or literal adherence to many social rules,

including those for 'gender (e.g., Kohlberg, 1966; Williams, Bennett

Best, 1975) and for "proper" behivior (e.g., Adelson, 1975;

Harter, in press). One 8-year-old boy, for instance, was ,shoppina with

his mother and 1-year-old baby sister at the supermarket. At one' point

his mother took a few' steps away frOm the shopping cart in which the

baby was sitting, and the p-year-old self-righteously. pointed to a sign on 1

the cart and said, "Mother, lt Says rigtt here, 'Do not leave baby unat-

tended." A 7-year-old girl was upset when her father came to pick her

up from school on Mothers' Visiting Day, because; she said, only mothers

were allowed to be at school that day, not -fathers.

One of the best-documented facts of spontaneous social behavior in

the elementary school years is that children separate into Uni,sex groups

(Maccoby & Jacklin, 1974)- Girls play primarily with other girls, and boys

primarily with other boys. Likewise, children of this age 'form 'close

friendships almost ,exclusively with children of the same sex (Furman,



1 982). These social patterns seem to be consistent with the children's

concrete, stereotyped understandings of gender roles. Boys and girls are

understood to be different in many specific ways and even considered to

be opposites. Consequently, children asiociate with those who are like

themselves--other children of the same sex.

Although we know of almost no research that has directly tested how

children's understandings of 'social categories and rules mesh with their
-

-social behavior at this agre, it would seem, that many Of the ialient.charac-'

teristics of elementary school social behavior relate in a similar way to

children's new understandings. For example, structured games betome a

major part of social interaction in the elementary school years. When

children play cops and robbers, they need to keep track of role intersec-

tions because each child fulfills both a pretend role (cop or robber) and a
c7

real role (Johnny the 9-year-old or Jason the 8-year-old). In games like

hide-and-seek or dodge, they need to be able to keep track of rapidly

changing roles: A Minute ago Nicole was "It" and I had to avoid her, but

now I am "It" and have to catch Nicole. In a similar vein, children this

age begin to strive to emulate attractive heroes or heroines in their lives.

They are able to do so because they can consider the other's obser*able

attributes in relation to their own in order to modify their own to become

more like their idol's (Fischer & Watson, 1981; Kagan, 1958; Ruble, in

press). 0

In general, then, children of eleMentary school age seem to have the

capacity to understand the concrete realities of social life and thus to

develop a new range of social skills, which allow them to act effectively in

social relations.
(,

or
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CONCLUSIONS:` INDIVIDUAL AND CUL-rURAL COMPLEXITY

Societies routinely teach children categories that define how everyone

in the sodety is supposed to act. In scientists' analyses of this socialize-,

tion process, the contribution of the developing child has typically been *-

lost. Social categories are always realized in behavior throuah the child's

understandings and motivations, and therefore a full analysis of socialize-
,

tion. requires taking into account the child's understanding and use . of
social cate§orires.

The portrait we have painted of the early development of social cate-
,

gories is .straightforward. Children proceed from an awareness of single

behavioral categories to simple relations of categories to complex systems of

categories. , For each of these three -developmental levels, children also

seem to show chare'cteristic modes of distortion when faced with situations

that require more advanced kiI1s than they can produce. With single

behavioral icategories, they-clemonstrate the process of globbing, in which

several categories are mixed 'together. Simple relations of categories are

characterized by stereotyping based on the evaluations of the cafegories

by society; when faced with complex relations between-petegories, children

also tend.to mix up or glob relations that overlap in the real world. With

respect to the third level, complex systems of categories, children con-

struct realistic understandings of concrete social categories and the rela-
tions among them. The distortion .that seems to be typical of this level is

a rigid or Mere adherence to the particulars of a social rule or category.

It is important, however, not to misinterpret this developmental

sequence. An individual child is not at a single level in any simple sense.

The levels are characteristic of specific combinations of child and environ-

ment, as noted earlier. Of the many explications of this proposition, three

seem to be especially important.
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First, children do not show the same level across all situations.

Instead, performance is uneven, with the same child showing large %fade-,
tions in developmental level in different contexts. The particular socialt

categories that children understand at their highest level are those that

are more generally emphasized or accentuated by the children's families

and society. Different societies and-different subcultures within a society

, will teach different social categories to their children (Edwards & Whiting,

1980; Weisner & Gallimore, 1977). In addition, children within one society

or culture will also vary in "their understanding and Use of social cate-

gories.

Second, ev.en for tte same social categories measured in the same

general situation, a child' will often function at different developmental

levels as a function of the degree of structure or support provided by the

immediate context. The ages assigned to each step in the development of

social categories reflect, the period of thern first appearance of the new

capacity in middle-class children performing simple structured tasks specif-

ically designed to elIcit relevant behaviors. In most situation& most chil-

dren will not show the respective skill at the designated earliest age.

Third, the degree of disparity between developmental level in strue

tured and '"spontaneous" contexts seems to-increase in the late' preschool

'years. Before approximately 4 years or age, children commonly appear to

produce the highest developmental level of which they are capable, even

when the situation doe's not demand it of' them. After age 4, they become

less likely to perform at their highest level unless the situation is struc-

tured to elicit such performance. Consequently, in spontaneous'behavior

4- to 7-year-olds are unlikely to show evidence of high-level functioning.

Even when capable of using, for ,example, systems of categories in struc-



tured 'tasks, children this age will normally show one of the lower levels in

an unstructured task. When functioning at these lower levels, they will

evidence distortions and confusions similar to theSe of younger children.

Although the development and use of social categories in the pre-
.

school years seems to be highly systemptic, the systematkity cannot be

understood by considering the child alone. Analysis of the collaboration

between child and erwironment is required. Good teachers know how to

take account of this fact in their everyday interactions with children, but
Z-

researChers and theorists have only begun 'to deal with the processes by

which child and environment collaborate to produce developing behavior.
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Figure 1. Relation between Competence and. Spontaneous. Behavior in the'
Social Role Studi.ese Adapted with.permission frOm Watson and
Fisclier (1980).
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A pprox te Age Step
of_Emergence*

TABLE 1

A Sequence of Social Role Development
0.

Examples**
Skill Doctor' Role Studies Family Role Studies

0

Soda!
Cate'gories

2 - 3 years 1 Self as agent: A child pretends to
Te-Fry out one or more behaviors, not
necessarily fitting a social role.

Passive other agent: A child pretends
to make a person carry out one or more
behaviors, not necessarily fitting a
social role.

c)

3

5

tr. 5

6

;
e

Passive substitute agent: A child
pretends to make an object act as a
passive agent, as in Step 2.

Active other agent: A person per-
Trms one or more behaviors, not
necessarily fitting a social role.

Active substitute agent: An object
behaves as 'an a'ctiv0 agent, as in
Step 4.

Behavioral role: A person performs
several behaviors fitting a social
role, such as doctor.

a

Child pretends to drink from a
cup or wash himself or herself.

Child makes a doll drink from a
cup or washes the doll, without
the doll acting.

,

Child makes a block drink from
a cup or washes the block,
without the block acting.

Child,has a doll drink from a
cup or wash itself as if it were
carrying out the action itself.

Child has a block drink from
a cup or wash itself as if it
were carrying out the action
itself.

-

Child has a doll, as a doctor,
use a thermometer and an
otola ryngoscope.

Child labels and describes
one or more activities of
a doll.

S.

Child describes a father
in terms of his typical
be. haviors.



TABLE 1 (Continued)

Level.;' Approximate Age* SteP Skill
Examples**

!Doctor Role Studies Family Role Studies

:. .?` .t

I I : - 5 years
tions':
betWeen
Sociek-c'
Categories

.

A

"".

7 . Shifting behavioral roles: One
person performs one behavioral role,
as in Step 6, and Wen a second
person perfOrms a different behav-
ioral role. For instance, the first
person acts as a doctor, then the
second acts independently as a
patient.

, Social role: One person bellaving
Aaeoraing to one role, suchfas
doctor, relates to a second agent
behaving according )to a complementary
role, such as patient.

9 Shifting, social roles with one
common' agent: Two peopTeperform a
social role, as in Step 8, and then
one of them performs a different
social role with a third Person.
For instance,- the first two -people
act as ctoctor/patient, theri the
second two act independently as
patient/nurse.

10 Social role with three agents: One
.17e7siiEn-11-7-6-10-7-6117-iuch as doctor,
relates simultaneously to two other
people in complementary roles, such
as nurse and patient.

Child has a doll, as a dctctor,
use a thermometer and an otoiar-
yngoscope. Child then has
another doll, as a patient, say
it is sick and go to bed.

Child has a doctor doll examine
a patient doll and respOnd
appropriately to the patient's
complaints.

4

Child has a doctor. doll examine
a patient doll and respond
appropriately to the patient's
complaints. Child then has
the patient doll interact
appropriately with a nurse doll.

Child ,has a doctor doll relate to
a patient doll with the aid of a
nurse doll: All dolls respond

c appropriately to each other.

Child describes a father
in terms of the father
having children and taking
care of his children.

Child describes how a
father has children and
then how he can change to
a grandfather. when he has
grandchildren.

a
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Approximate A e* Step

141:-, Systems
of Sod lel
Categories

-010

6. - 9 years

Examples**
Skil I Doctor Role Studies ' Family Role Studies

11 Shifting roles for the same agents:
TWO people perfornii social role, as
in Step 8, and then they perform a
different social role, such as
father relating to`schild. For in-
stance, they first act as doctor/patient,
then act as father/child.

12 Role intersection: Two agent-
complement role relations are
coordinated so that one person can
be,-in two roles simultaneously,
suchlas doctor and father, and
relate to both complementary roles,
such as patient andidaughter.

13 Shifting,role interactions with one
common agent: Two agent-complement
role relations are coordinated, as in
Step 12, and then one of those people
performs a different pair of .abent-
complement role relations with a
third person. For instance, the
firs.t two people act as doctor-
father/patient-nurse, then the
second two act independently as
doctor-husband/patientismother-
wife.

Child has a doctor doll relate
appropriately to a patient don
and then has an adult doll act
as a father to hjs child.

Child has a doctor doll examine
a patient doll and also act
simultaneously as father to the
patient, who responds as both

," his patient and his diughter.

Child has a doctor doll examine
a patient doll and also act as
father to the patient, as in Step
12. Child then -has the doctor
doll interact as doctor and husband
with a woman doll, who acts as
both mother of patient and wife.

Child describes how e
father can be simulta-
neously both a father to
his children and a grand-
father to his grandchil-
dren.
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Love Approxisnate Age* Step
Examples**

Skill' Doctor Role Studies Family Role Studies

tv
10 years

stractions and older
a bOtACSocial
Cate9or:ies

ill Role intersection with three
TT-wee agent-compTe-iienT-Fae-reTaTions
are coordinated so that one person can
be in three roles simultaneously,
such as doctor, father, and husband,
and relate to the complementary roles,
such as patient and otaughter for
a second person and Ntient's mother
and wife for a third person.

15 Simple role network: At least two
role intersections are intercoordinated
and compared to form a definition of a
complex role system, such as that
relating two generations within a

' family.

16 Expanded role network: At least
three role intersections, as. in Step .15,
are intercoordinated and compared, such
as three generations within a family.

17 CorrOarison of role networks: At
least two roreThetworks, such as a
traditional family unit and a family unit
with only one parent, are inter-
coordinated so that the similarities
end differences between thorn con
be recognized.

Chili:I has one doll behave as a
doctor and father to a second
doll and as a doctor and husband
to a third. doll. The second
doll interacts asthe patient
and daughter, and the third
doll interacts as the patient's
mother and the doctor's wife.

Child described how a father
can.be simultaneously a
s'on, father, and grandfather
in terms of the complementary
roles.

Child compares family role
relations across two
generations and recognizes a
family in terms of inter-
secting spousal and parental
roles.

Child 'compares family role
relations across three
generations, including a
future generation.

Child compares a family with
both spousal and parental
roles (a traditional family)
with one that has only one of
thOe rolep-the vousat role
in childless cauples or the
parental role in single parent
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.*'
Approximate Age* Step Skil I

18 Reciprocal role networks: Both the
similarities arasdifferences of role
networks are simultaneously considered,
and one general network system, such as
that relating to the various types of
families, is abstracted.

Examples*
Doctor Role Studies Family Role Studies

Note:'

:***

t

Child retognizes the
essential components of both
traditional and nontraditional
families in terms of role
relations and functions:

Portions of this table are adapted with permissipn from Watson (1981). Studies testing portions of the tableinclude Watson and Fischer (1977, 1980), Watson and Amgo,fii-Kwan (in press), and Westerman (1979).
*Ages vary widely across tasks and conditions and are therefore given only for general developmental levels. These ages indicatewhenthe skills at each level first appear in middle-class children.

',..4*For the respective domains, examples are given only for steps actually.assessed in the studies.



TABLE 2

A Developmental Sequence for Understanding
Nice and Mean Social Interactions

Approximate Age Step
of Emergence*

Skill

I : Single Social 2 - 3 years
CategOries

. ,

;' :

Felations
betweeh Social
Cate'gories'

::
..

k,

";"

LI - 5 years

1

3

Active other agent: A person performs
at least one behaNilor not necessarily
fitting a social-interaction category.

Behavioral category: A person performs
at least two behaviors fitting an inter-

. action category, such as "nice" or
II mean."

Shiftin behavioral cateories: One
Teast behaviors

fitting the category "nice," as in
Step 2, and then a second person
performs at least two behaviors
fitting the category "mean."

Combination of dpposite categories in a
single person: One person performs
behaviors fitting two opposing cate-
gories, such as "nice" and "mean."

Examples

Child pretends that one doll picks
up a ball or suggests playing with
another doll.

Child has one doll act nice to another
doll, ,giving it candy and sa(ying, "I
like you." The second doH can be
passive.

Child has one doll act nice to 6 second
doll, giving it candy and saying,
"Let's play." A third doll enters and
acts mean to the second one, hitting
k and saying, "Give me your ball!"
In both cases, the second doll can be
passive.

Child -has one doll act nice to a second
doll, saying, "Let's be friends" and
giving the doll candy. The first
doll then hits the second, saing
"Since we're friends you should give
me your ball!" The second doll can
be passive throUghout.
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Level Approximate Age Step
of Emergence*

Skill Examples

I I 'Systems
of .Sdciai
Categories

P..

9 years

5

6***

One-dimensional social influence: The
behaviors of one person fitting an
interaction category such as "mean"
produce reciprocal behaviors fitting
that category in a second person.

One-dimensional social influence with
three characters behaving in similar
ways: 'Same as Step 4b, but with
three people .interacting reciprocally
according to a social category.

One-dimensional social Influence with
three characters behaving In opposite
w ays) The behaviors of one person
itting a category such as "nice" and

those bf a second person fitting an
opposite category such as "mean"
produce reciprocal behaviors in the
third person fitting the corresponding
categories.

Two-dimensional social influence: Two
people trigr.acf in ways -fitting opposite
categories, such that the first one acts,
for example, both nice and mean, and
the second one responds with reciprocal
behaviors in the same cdtegories.

Child has one 'doll say mean things and
hit another doll, who responds bY
hitting and expressing dislike foi- the
first one. The second one's behavior
is clearly produced by the first
one's behavior.

With three dolls, child has one tease
the others, while a second one hits
the others. The third doll rejects
both of the first two because they are
mean.

With three dolls, child has one tease the
others, while a second one hits the
others. The third doll responds nicely
to the first doll and meanly to the second.

Child'has one doll initiate friendship
with a second doll gut in a mean way.
The second one, confused about the
discrepancy, declines the friendship
because of the meanness. The first .

then apologizes and makes another
friendly gesture, which the second one
responds tp accordingly.
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Leli4 ,Approximate kge Step
of Emergence*

Skill Examples

10 years
.7ider

and

Two-dimensional social influence with ,

three characters: Same as Step 7 but.
,with three people interacting reciprocally
according to opposite categories.

Integration of opposite behaviors in terms
of a single abstraction: Two instancet
of interactions like that in Step 7 take
place, and the ,relations between the

.two interactions are explained in terms
of some general abstraction, such as'
that intentions matter more than actions.

With three dolls, child has one doll act
friendly,tO a second one, while a third
one _initiates play in- a mean way. . The
second doll acts.friendly to the first one
and rejects -the third, pointing,out the
latter's meanness. !The third Olen
apologizes-for being Mean, while the first
one does something new that is mean.
The second doll 5ccepts the third ones
apology and rejects the first one, pointing
out the ahange in his or her behavior:

With three ,dolls, child has one act,
friendly to a second, while a third initiates
play in a mean way. The second doll
responds to each accordingly, but then
learns that the nice one had mean inten-
tions while thu mean one had nice inten-

/
tions. The second doH .then chahges
his or her behavior to each to match theF
intentions and explains that he or she /

cares more about people's intentions than
their actions.


